ILF Carbon Hybrid Bows for 2021

The ILF carbon wood hybrid risers have many a�ributes beginning with a generous amount of deflex and deflex helps
to reduce the effect of bow hand torque on the shot placement outcome. The risers are constructed with a triple carbon
spine running the length of the riser and this very effective reinforcement stiffens the riser also contribu�ng to stability
and improve accuracy. These riser can be bo�om weighted and also can have the optional limb lateral adjustment system.
They can be supplied with various inserts for sights, plunger buttons, stabiliser inserts, and even quiver inserts. These
risers can be customised to suit you needs. The above only show a few of the wood op�ons that are fully available.
Superb performance combining excep�onal value.

Tempest riser set up guide
The Tempest risers are available in lengths 17” through to 27” in 2” increments. The concept of the design
Is focussed in a riser perfectly balanced described as neutral balance. This balance point is in the grip area
where the bowhand makes contact with the grip, the bow just sits there in the hand perfectly balance.

Some makes of limbs are physically heavier than others and so three brass or ma� black 35 gram weights
are supplied with each riser to enable the balance to be fine tuned limbs to riser.
The riser is designed to be excep�onally ridged enhancing the stability of the set up. In addi�on the riser
is designed with greater deflex and that feature helps reduce the nega�ve effects of bow hand torque.
A massively stable ridged and shooter friendly design

ILF limb models for 2021
Limb development offering excep�onal performance and smoothness of draw has
culminated in the following ILF limbs.

The CVX available in Hyperflex composite core or wood core. The CVX is a Hybrid design combining the a�ributes
of the HEX super recurves with the draw characteris�c of more conven�onal limbs to suit those who like to feel
the weight build as they approach full draw. The performance is similar to our HEX6.6 limbs. The CVX exhibits
excep�onal torsional s�ffness that contributes to lateral shoo�ng stability.
The HEX7.2 also available with Hyperflex or wood cores. The HEX7.2 is a full supper recurve with a significant
performance boost over CVX and also Smoother in the draw, with excep�onal performance levels. The HEX7.2 has
similar torsional stiffness levels that contribute to lateral stability.
The CV9 is the latest limb development. The objec�ve to create a very high performance limb where the design is
totally focussed on the variable geometry of the ILF adjustable limb system. The CV9 is available with Hyperflex and
Wood core and has all of the advantages of the very high levels of torsional stability and its effect on shot consistency
The CV9 is the Highest performing limb with the smoothest draw available.

Superb performance combining excep�onal value.

How they compare
Set out below is the Draw Force Data for the CVX , the HEX7.2 and the CV9 and that is set against the average DFC informa�on
for conven�onal profiled limbs to form a comparison base. The four columns to the le� give the draw weight generated for
every inch of drawlength. The columns to the right give the incremental weight gain for every inch of draw from 12” through to
29”. Beneath the le� hand columns gives the total stored energy and then the stored energy for every pound of draw weight
for 27” through to 29”. Under the right hand columns you have the draw weight gains from 23” to 29”, from 25” to 29” and
from 28” to 29”. You have the comparators for performance and draw smoothness. The data below is based on medium limbs.

Draw lengths and Bow lengths

AMO/ATA draw length standards have been around for many decades and most bow making companies adhere to this standard. The
measurement is taken to the far side of the riser as shown in the diagram . Use AMO /ATA draw-lengths when choosing arrows. Giving
your drawlength as measured to the pivot or plunger button is the wrong measure and you will end up with underspined arrows and a
bow that is too short for your drawlength resul�ng in possible damage to the limbs!

Making sense of bow strings
Bow strings and their interaction with limbs. Obviously it is the string that stops the limbs moving forward on shot termina�on. This creates a very high spike/shock loading
on the bow on limb closure. We are discussing all single stringed bows not just Border bows. The physics in stopping any moving object is the same.
An example; an egg falling from a table hits the floor and breaks. If it falls onto something so� like a pillow the egg doesn't break and that is because the egg takes longer to
stop, as the stopping forces are applied over a greater distance. When it falls directly onto the floor it stops immediately and the stopping forces are massively greater than as the case
with the pillow. One hard and excessive the other gradual and way more gentle. Another example shoot your arrow into a target and the arrow takes say 6” to 10 “ to slow down and
stop. Now shoot the arrow into concrete, the arrow stops immediately and damage occurs.
Your bow limb tips are no different. Stop them immediately and you will damage your limbs! Allow them to slow down over a longer distance and the forces generated to stop the
limbs is much less. Bow string materials; Dacron has an elas�c elonga�on of 10%. The 10% represents the potential distance it takes to absorb the shot and that is why it is
recommended for older bows. FastFlite Plus, its elas�c elongation is 3.5% 2.8 �mes less so the force to stop the limbs is around 2.8 �mes higher. So don’t use FF+ on older bows!
452X has an elas�c elongation of 2.4%, 32% less than FastFlite Plus and so the shock loadings on the limbs at closure will be 32% higher than FastFlite Plus.
Other factors such as strand count needs consideration. Too many strands makes a string overly strong and reduces elasticity or cushioning effect thereby increasing the shock forces
on the bow on closure, on every shot. Thread strengths of FastFlite Plus is 76lbs per strand, Rhino is 122lbs, Dacron 48lbs so care is needed. So you can see it is easy to overcook things.
Strings with more twists offer greater elasticity and are more bow friendly than strings with no twists so ensure that endless loop strings have at least 15 to 20 twists.
For bow string recommendations refer to charts on next page. Our feelings are that FastFlite Plus gives the be�er all round performance but the other SK75 Dyneema type strings will
do well providing the strand count is adhered to as these string materials have a strand strength between 105 and 110 lbs breaking strength. These charts take into account the
extremely high stored energy values from the CVX and HEX 7.2 and CV9 limbs. It also takes into account the added stretch that is a function of longer strings on longer bows.
The use of low stretch strings greatly increase the shock loadings on limbs and risers. There is no proven performance gain other than the difference between Dacron and the Dyneema
based products available, if there is it is negligible! Why subject your bow to greater risks especially on a dry fire/ misfire accident. Low stretch or overly strong strings probably won’t
affect your bow immediately, it may take 1 to 3 years of use before the damage become apparent. How long exactly, well that will depend on many factors; intensity of use, brace
height (high increases loadings), arrow mass (low increase loadings), drawlength longer on shorter bows (increase loadings), Low stretch strings increase loadings.
Dry fire and misfire caused perhaps by a nock slip or broken nock can be bow killers so set your bow up with this in mind. Overly strong strings or low stretch string materials
are to be avoided. Many well known bow makers advise as we do. Consult with the bow manufacturer before using anything other than the string materials and strand
count that they recommend. The longevity of your bow is at stake.

Suitable strings

The Importance of brace heights
So the importance of Brace Heights affects all bows! All bows are designed to operate within the strict parameters of
design . In other words within the designers recommenda�ons. Set�ng bows up outside these recommenda�ons (design
limits) usually voids warranty support. Opera�ng bows over the recommended Brace Heights over-stresses the limbs and
may eventually cause limb damage and possible premature failure. Opera�ng at MAX brace height means MAX
permissible stress levels. Combining bow set up characteris�cs that MAX can cause damage, for example combining MAX
brace height, min arrow weight and max draw length for min bow length. Each of these individually is working the bow at
MAX and so combina�ons can overstress the bow. Try and stay away for anything that drives the bow at MAX.

The highest performance and smoothest draw will always be achieved at the minimum
brace height it is also the most gentle for the bow. Bottom right is the data derived from
HEX limbs. Bow; 60” with 17” riser and provides the draw force curve and also the
incremental increase in bow weight for every inch of draw shown on the graphs.
Here you can see clearly that the lower brace height achieves approx. 2.3% greater
stored energy than the higher brace height. You can also note that the lower brace
height is smoother to draw. The Bows are designed to operate best at lower brace
heights so start off at lowest and proceed from there. When properly set up the limbs
are designed to be quiet when operated within the brace height range that they are
designed for. Noise usually results from set up issues either arrows too weak or issues
with bow hand Posi�on on the grip. Refer to section on recurve bow hand posi�on.
If when tuning you are being pushed towards higher brace height it is usually a sign that
your arrows are weak.

Never ever over-brace your bow , any bow!

Arrow Weight, Spine & Point Weight
Consideration –
The Border range of ILF limbs store significantly more energy than conven�onal recurve limbs. However spine is considered by bow-weight. Spine, bow-weight, works well when
all bows have a similar performance. The CVX, HEX7.2 and CV9 are all exceptional limbs. Let’s look at an example. A conven�onal limb store around . 0.92 ft. lbs of energy for every
pound of bow weight. The CVX stores 1.086 ftlbs per lbs of DW, 18% more than the average conven�onal limb. The HEX7.2 it is 1.15 �lbs per lbs of DW, 25% more and the CV9 it is
32% more. For example based on these energy levels a 40lbs pair of CV9 would have a performance similar to a conven�onal limb with a draw weight 53lbs and so arrow weight has
to follow like wise. The table below on the le�, shows the equivalent GPP for the energy levels in each limb type. As you can see a conventional limb at 8 GPP, the equivalent on a
CVX is 9.4 GPP. This is based on actual energy. At 9.4 GPP The CVX would shoot the arrow faster. You can see how the other limbs compare using energy rather than bow weight.
When you read about bow reviews don’t place too much trust in grains per pound comparisons. It is assumed that the same GPP will result in same speed irrespective of bow
weight. This thinking is seriously flawed. To lose 5lbs in bow weigh is the equivalent of reducing the limbs cores , the lowest weight structure in the limb by 8 thousands of a inch,
same bow facings and string mass. So with less energy available and proportionally heavier limbs and string they absorb more of the energy and less goes into the arrow and so
speed drops with decreased efficiency. The table below on the right gives the speed differences that result for the same GPP over different bow weights and the bo�om half of that
table shows the speed difference of 5lbs in bow weight differences. Between 30lbs and 35lbs it varies between 4.7fps and 6.8fps and at 55lbs it is 1.9fps and 3.4fps. Lower weight
bows are less efficient than higher weight bows the limb mass and string mass is lower proportionally than with low poundage bows

Suggested minimum arrow weights
Arrow weight is another area where high
performance limbs depart from conven�on.
Shoo�ng minimum arrow weight is a
performance driven decision and depending
on the rest of your bow set up such as Max
brace height, Max draw lengths and a string
type outside of our recommenda�ons may
over �me shorten the working life of the
limbs.

The Border limbs are a very powerful and are
designed to shoot a heavier arrow faster than
a conventional bow with light weight arrows.
To ensure you get a long and useful life from
your bow, set your bow up well inside the
recommendations and use arrow weight at
least 10% over those listed here.
Providing your bow is set up inside
recommenda�ons you can use the minimums
listed here but you will get a be�er overall
performance with heavier rather than lighter
arrows, smoother to shoot, kinder on the bow
and shoot quieter. CV9 have similar
minimums to the HEX7.2

Suggested arrow spine
Difficul�es in set�ng up super recurves usually starts with arrows that are too weak. Spine charts are based on bow weight. They work well when all
the bows achieve a similar level of performance as they have done for decades. However in reality spine has more to do with arrow accelera�on than
bow weight and so the revolutionary performance available now means that these charts no longer give good advice for arrows matched for this
bow. We suggest a be�er starting point on achieving a good tune is be�er served from this informa�on given here. Other spine charts, choose
arrows one spine over the recommenda�ons for conven�onal recurves as a starting point for trials.

Bow weight
The limbs themselves cannot produce a harsh noise and are in fact designed to be quiet.
Many managed to find a set up that is quiet so if your first a�empts at a setup, if noise is
harsh then the issue is setup and usually under spined arrows are the cause.
Another symptom of a bad setup occurs and is o�en seen when the bow itself seems to be
demanding a high brace height. What is happening here is that the arrows are marginally
weak and are themselves the cause of noise. Increasing brace height slows the bow, choking
off performance and is slowing the bow down un�l a tune is achieved. Over braced bows
will wear the limbs down with possible impact on durability and longevity of the limbs. This
applies to all bows!

Spine

Tuning �ps
The characteris�cs of these limbs (larger recurves and massive torsional s�ffness) is that the ini�al nock/string movement from the bow when shot is less than for conven�onal limbs. We
therefore suggest star�ng the tuning process with the arrow on centre as opposed to the conven�on of set�ng up outside centre. This effec�vely means that the arrow point jumps less
outwards than it would if posi�oned farther out from centre as you have with conven�onal thinking. Final adjustment of arrow posi�on rela�ve to centre should be le� to last and then only
for fine tuning adjustments.
A simplified approach to tuning is all about adjus�ng/controlling the jump of the arrow point on release so that it harmonises with the arrow nock posi�on as the arrow leaves the string. The
arrow nock posi�on is determined a) by limb design and b) by the archer’s technique. The arrow point jumps up and out from the bow on release and is a func�on of dynamic spine
star�ng out with the sha�’s sta�c spine, arrow length, point and insert weight and also the arrow’s posi�on on the bow rela�ve to the bow’s centre and the spring pressure if a plunger is
being used.
Before you can draw any conclusions about the baresha�’s reac�on to the shot, the bare sha� must firstly clear the bow cleanly with no contact with shelf, arrow rest or window. As said
before, harsh noise from a bow such as a clack or click can be the arrows contac�ng some part of the bow and any contact renders the bare sha� analysis completely useless.
Nock point height, how high? Well it needs to be high enough to balance out where the arrow point will be at arrow separa�on from the string. S�ffer sha�s will jump higher than weaker
sha�s, heavier arrow points won’t react / jump as lighter points will and how the bow hand pressure is applied to the bow grip also affects the outcome. Bow hand fully down pressuring the
grip low down will demand a much higher nock point height than the pressure applied closer to the throat of the grip. Bow hand pressure is covered later on in greater detail.
For a RH shooter bare-sha� example nock to the right of the point in the target. Then think reduce dynamic spine. Possible ac�on:- use weaker sha� or higher point weight or use exis�ng
sha� spine but cut the sha�s longer. Probably combina�ons of these sugges�ons will be needed as you adjust the arrow point’s posi�on rela�ve to the nock at arrow separa�on from the
string. Nock high and persistently le� of the point can be an indicator of contact with the riser (opposite for LH shooter). Nock high usually means lower nock point and the sha� is weak but if
the nock high and right is caused by arrow contact with the riser then lowering the nock point makes things worse, not be�er, as the nock point should have been higher ini�ally to ensure
arrow clearance . Only with clearance can you then asses sha� spine, point weight sha� length etc.
For RH shooters nock le� of point in target. Dynamic spine has to increase to get the point to jump farther out from the bow to align with the nock. Possible ac�ons to correct arrow point
loca�on at arrow separa�on are:- s�ffer sha�, lighter point weight or shorten the sha�. Last resort reposi�on arrow to be outside of the bow’s centre line
Note that since stiffer arrow, the arrow points will jump higher and farther out from the bow than weaker sha�s will. Then playing wit different specs of arrow spines will require different
nocking point heights so don’t just swap out arrows with differing dynamic spine setups without considering nocking point height as well.

Tuning �ps con�nued
The CV9, HEX7.2 and CVX limbs are ultra stable and very forgiving of arrow spine and point weight. Conven�onal limbs much less so and so tuning
conven�on, as taught everyone, to con�nue tuning un�l good flight and the job is done. However as said the CV9, HEX7.2 and CVX limbs are very
forgiving and so good flight is achieved from a variety of setup condi�ons but how do you get the best, most stable setup. Graphically tune can best
be described by a standard distribution graph as shown.
Conventional recurve limbs, the diagram of tune depicted le�, has a much narrower
tolerance to spine and set up. Most archers tune un�l they get good flight and the job
is done. As tolerance band is narrow varia�ons in technique will push or pull the tune
out and le� and right impact occur at the target.

Conven�onal
Ideal tune
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S�ff
First good
Tune Points

The BORDER limbs are way more tolerant and good flight is found early on in tuning.
We have had repeated feed back from archers let�ng us know that they are get�ng
�ghter groups than they have experienced before with other limbs but they are get�ng
the odd out of group flyers. This results, as convention dictates, they tuned until good
stable flight. They have achieved First Good Tuning Point. So shoo�ng varia�ons that
push or pull arrows towards ideal tune fly in group and shoo�ng varia�ons that pull or
push arrows out of tune are fliers. Once Ideal Tune is found the reports have
confirmed the groups �ghtening further as it requires greater variance in technique
before tune is compromised and out of group fliers occur.
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So best results are achieved by finding the weakest sha� that tunes well and then experimen�ng to find the s�ffest sha� that tunes well and then bisec�ng the results to achieve
Ideal Tune. But be aware retuning from weaker to s�ffer sha�s will probably require a nock height adjustment i.e. a full tune! The result is a bow very tolerant of shoo�ng technique
Varia�ons.

Stringing Techniques
We would not advise trying this bow stringing technique. The recurves while torsionally s�ff enough are
way too deep for any concept of stability and so the bow is likely to twist out of the archers control and
injury could result. A violent unstringing of the bow could also cause damage to the limbs so please just
don’t try it.

This method is way safer as the recurves point away from the archer however there is a dis�nct possibility
that the metal work on your boots could damage the limb surface of the lower limb. In addi�on with the
size of the super recurves the limb nock may be forced into the hard ground and be damaged on rocks,
gravel or sand.

By far the best method is in the use of a bow stringer usually provided with the bow. Always place both
feet on the stringer approx. shoulder width apart as it gives the stringer a much better angle of attack on
the limbs and helps prevent the limb loop sliding. Loop slide when stringing and unstringing should be
avoided as it will eventually cause wear to the limbs surface and especially the limb edges.

Bow hand posi�on on the grip
With the popular rise in compound bows there seems to have been a demise in proper shoo�ng technique that used to be taught to recurve shooters.
The Complete Archery Book the reprint version I have is from 1975 but the first print was in 1957. Here is an example picture. Pictures from the
publica�on showing good grip posi�on for recurve shooters as taught when recurves were the go to bow. Most of these people illustrated were state or
na�onal champs at the �me. Another book from the 1970’s is Fred Asbell’s Ins�nc�ve Shoo�ng. Shown here
Is Version 2 and in that Fred explains proper bow hand posi�oning and the reason why and the pi�alls
of wrong bow hand posi�oning.

Drawing, right shows proper relaxed bow hand positioning where the hand pressure
is mainly applied closer to the throat of the grip. This technique balances the limb �ming
and results in faster arrow speeds, a smoother shot with the lowest levels of limb vibra�on.
In a compound the cams are synchronised by a cable that links both and controls the cams.
The cams in a recurve are the recurves and it is the archer’s shoo�ng technique that keeps
these synchronise through his bow hand posi�on. Books from the 1970’s when recurves
were coached by those who knew recurves the go-to-bow at that �me
Wrong bow hand pressure, griping the bow �ghtly and with the heal of the hand pressuring the grip low
This type of grip results generally in the lower limb being drawn farther than the top limb. String angle to the
limbs being closest to the top recurve starts wrapping string first and the shot terminates with the bottom
recurve catching up forcing the top recurve to unwind partially resul�ng in limb vibra�on and loss of speed
as the recurves fight each other. There are further nega�ves here. This is all happening just as the arrow is
leaving the string. So wrapping happens on the bottom recurve and as a reac�on the top recurve is
unwrapping and this is significant to the nocking point as it goes forward and is also following the downward
wrapping ac�on and the arrow nock is thrown downwards as it leaves the string.

Border Support Packages
The set up guide as you have gathered by now is not just a list of things to do and not do, but an a�empt to explain why and how, as there
are many ways to set a bow up successfully. Knowing and understanding gives a deeper insight and so greatly helps the process along.
Archery is held back by the unchallenged assump�ons that have surrounded archery for decade upon decade; resul�ng myths and
misconcep�ons that hinder change and improvement. It is now �me to move on and challenge the way it has always been!
If it cannot be measured then it is unlikely to exist in reality and probably only in the mind.

Our returns policy . This applies to archers who have bought directly from us. Its aims are a) a sa�sfac�on guarantee, b) a chance to refine the order after some experience
with the product.
The program offers a refund of the product price providing the product reaches us within 28 days and in a new condi�on. For a small re-order fee the product can be returned for
small changes in spec. This applies globally and irrespec�ve of the level of customisa�on.

Warranty Cover is a three year write down period with full 100% cover over the first 12 months, reducing to 50% cover during the second 12months and the final 12 month
period reducing further to 25%. This applies to products sold from us directly to the customer and applies to the first owner only providing the bow has not been modified and
has been used and set up in accordance with our recommenda�ons. It covers workmanship and materials only! For products sold through a dealer then your warranty cover is
with the dealer.
CRSP Crash Replacement Support Program, at our discretion can be applied to the original owner only while he owns the product and offers a 20% discount for the
replacement of a product that has been damaged beyond repair resul�ng from accidental damage that renders the product unusable. The product has to be returned to us for
this to apply and can be applied during the full ownership period however long that may be.

